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It is the Nartist Canvas that allows us 
to activate an Art Game,
to do Good.



Who are the players
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COMPANIES: activate contests 
                    promoting their products

 
INSTITUTIONS: activate or support contests 

NONPROFIT: raise funds for their projects

ARTISTS: receive commissions or participate directly in                    
contests. They receive visibility and new financial opportunities 

PEOPLE: participate as Talent Scouts, receiving savings,  
benefits and opportunities

" Let's start a race where everyone wins. "



Benefits for Institutions

     networking

reputation and 
notoriety of the area 

and institution
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involvement
of the whole 
community

art and charity
 in the territory

support for the 
local economy



Benefits for Companies 

lead generation
and data collection

drive-to-store

return on 
investment

social responsibility and 
art dissemination

brand reputation 
& awareness
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Benefits for Partecipants
Talent Scouts and Artists

prize money
of the competition
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investment in art

approach the world 
of Art and Solidarity

community

savings and benefits 
offered by Activator and 
local business activities 

and on nartist.it
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What we are going to do

» We are organizing in the years 2023, 2024 and 2025 the 
Contests               to generate also artistic comparison 
between the cultures and territories
of our 26 countries.

» The Artists of the winning works in each 
competition will be invited to Taranto
to create big works of art (painting, mosaic,
fresco, etc.) in the City's new sports facilities.

   A Great Game of Art for Charity, thanks to the Mediterranean Games



A Great Game of Art for
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In 2026 among all the works submitted to the different 
contests, we will choose the 26 best works,
1 for each Country, and we will award
citizen owners and artists of the 3 most beautiful 
works with gold, silver and bronze medals,
just like athletes.
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Let's team up 

» Let’s inform and involve your territories about 
activating and running Contests

» Let’s meet potential Activators and 
Supporters of the Contests 

» Let’s know Institutes of Culture,
Art Academies, Local Authorities, etc.
of your Countries
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Let's meet to talk about it 

click

» Set up a video call 
click here to share your contact with us 

https://www.nartist.it/en/meeting-for-games/
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